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Abstract 
Vector-borne diseases are highly sensitive to environment and to environmental changes. Rift 
Valley Fever (RFV) is a mosquito-borne zootic virus associated with severe diseases in human be-
ings and economic consequences to livestock sector. Animal and human movements have a fun-
damental impact on RVF transmission. In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the 
use of mathematics and agent based models to represent and analyze the dynamic of RFV trans-
mission. However, no previous study has taken into consideration animal herds’ mobility and pre-
cipitation factors to understand the disease spread. This limitation underlines the necessity to use 
computational model approach based on multi-agent system in the study of vector-borne diseases 
transmission and diffusion. In this paper, a multi-agent system combining conceptual model ex-
pressiveness is used to study animal herds’ mobility and the precipitation parameter impact on 
the Rift Valley Fever outbreak in Ferlo Barkedji in Northern Senegal. Simulation scenarios with 
various parameters, including rain quality, hosts, vectors, camp dispersal around ponds, etc., are 
unrolled. The different results we have obtained show that the evolution of the number of infected 
hosts and infected vectors depend on the degree of animal herds’ mobility and on precipitations. 
Our model provides a framework that permits predicting the spread of the disease associated with 
the mobility of animal herds. 
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1. Introduction 
Rift Valley Fever (RVF) is an acute fever causing viral “anthropozoonosis” that affects domestic animals such 
as cattle, buffalo, sheep, goats, camels among others. The RVF virus (RVFV) is a member of the genus Phlebo-
virus in the family Bunyaviridae. It is responsible for premature abortion and perinatal mortality in livestock and 
for hemorrhagic fever and encephalitis in humans. Indeed, veterinary offices in Kenya are the first to report the 
RVF among livestock in the early 1900s. Numerous epidemic/epizootic outbreaks have been reported periodi-
cally in many African countries in the past 30 years [1]-[5]. Since 2000, the virus has been located outside the 
African continent, mainly in Saudi Arabia and Yemen [6] [7] and 2008 in Mayotte [8]. 

In West Africa and particularly in Senegal and southern Mauritania, RVF epidemics do not seem to follow 
trends as it is the case in East Africa [9]-[13]. Linthicum et al. [14], when using the Normalized Difference Ve-
getation Index (NDVI) [15] as a proxy for rainfall, have highlighted possible linkages between rainfall and RVF 
epidemics, the relationships between RVF occurrences, interannual variability of the warm phase of El Nio- 
Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and rainfall excess over Kenya [16]. Thus the RVF is associated with years of 
unusual heavy rainfall events [14]. 

In Senegal, many mosquito species were found infected with RVF virus [11] [17]-[20]. After the RVF out-
break of 1987, entomological studies were carried out in Senegal from 1991 to 1996 to identify the sylvatic 
vectors of the virus [12]. These studies proved that the epidemiological role of mosquito species involved in the 
RVF transmission cycle (Aedes sp. and Culex sp.) in Senegal is peculiar. 

The environmental maintenance of the virus is mainly due to the so-called “vertical transmission” while the 
Culex sp. amplifies the phases of the virus cycle. Although the above factors differ from those in East and 
Southern Africa [21], they all use the same type of breeding sites and feed on cattle and sheep [18] [22] [23]. 

In fact, epidemiological studies of RVF are complex because of nature and the multiplicity of the ways of 
transmission: 
• many vectors species transmit the pathogen to livestock 
• transovarian transmission exists for some mosquito species 
• existence of direct transmission to humans with blood contact, secretion or milk from ill animals. 

Herds’ mobility plays a great role on vector borne-disease [24]-[33]. The impact of Herd’s mobility on dy-
namic transmission modeling of that vector borne-disease is a challenge of Sahelian research laboratories. Many 
mathematic models and agent based models have been the object of research on vector borne-disease [34] [35]. 
However, these research focus on transmissions on a local scale [4] [27] [35]-[37]. Some other scientists have 
worked on the outbreak factors of the disease [38]-[40]. 

Specific cases of research on herds’ mobility and their implications on disease transmission in the Valley 
Fever in Ferlo (Senegal) remain an ongoing issue. The simultaneous use of mobility scale and rainfall scale on 
the same modeling has not taken into account yet the outbreak and the supervision of RVF propagation in the 
short and long term in Senegal (Ferlo). 

This paper seeks to propose a new approach of modeling with ABM which integrates rainfall daily precipita-
tions, environmental and epidemiological data in order to grasp the impact of animal herds’ mobility on the Rift 
Valley Fever transmission in the Barkedji area of Ferlo Senegal. RVF is a highly contagious disease. We lay 
emphasis on the hypothesis that the seasonal movements and the daily grazing activities of mobile animal herds 
impact meaningfully on RVF transmission. 

To achieve the main goal of our work, the paper is structured as follows: 
In the first part, we will present the geographic characteristics of the Ferlo region (Senegal). A brief presenta-

tion of the literature of the use of mathematic models in epidemiology and their limits as well as a short presen-
tation of agent based model are tackled in the second part. The third part deals with the agent based modeling of 
the host-vector infection processes by the RVF and their interactions with the environment. Also in this part, a 
general conceptual modeling of data is presented as well as the diagrams of state transitions of the mosquito life 
cycle. The fourth and fifth parts present respectively the different stage of the simulation and the description of 
the different results of which the entry parameters depend on herds’ mobility and the rainfall. The sixth part 
comments on the obtained results before concluding. 

2. The Study Field: Barkedji 
Our study area, Barkedji, is endowed with a Sahelian climate characterized with a rainy season from July to Oc-
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tober. In this period, the area is under the whims of maritime influence from the deflected trade winds and wa-
ter-vapor advection from the eastern Atlantic Ocean [11] [41]. The mean annual rainfall there is mainly provided 
by squall lines, and ranges from 300 mm to 500 mm [42]. 

During the summer monsoon, a large quantity of small and temporary ponds are thus formed leading to an 
environment favoring mosquitoes’ breeding and hatching, including A. vexansarabiensis and C. poicilipes asso-
ciated with the RVF [11] [18]. In fact, these seasonal ponds are seen as key places where cattle and vectors do 
meet, and as such become potent sources for epidemics. In the Ferlo region, ponds are widely distributed, some 
isolated, and others organized in clusters of all sizes. Different types of ponds exist with different level of vege-
tation cover inside and different degrees of turbidity [11]. Vegetation cover includes embedded trees such as 
Acacia sp., Mytragena inermis, Diospyrosme spiliformis and Balanite saegyptiaca, annual herbaceous plants 
such as Oryza barthii (wild rice), Cassia obsutifolia, Eragrostis tremula and Schoenefeldia gracilis, and floating 
vegetation such as Cenatotheca sesamoïdes (water-lilies). 

3. Material and Methods 
In order to understand the epidemiological cycle complexity of vector-borne diseases, several methods were 
proposed with representation, understanding and often forecasting objectives. They can generally fall into two 
groups: conceptual models and mathematical models. 

The conceptual models applying to qualitatively describe the disease include geographical models. They gen-
erally make it possible to describe the spatial distribution of the vector and provide the possibility to visualize 
potential risk zones in the shape of maps. The methods consist in looking for correlation between the distribu-
tion of vectors and environmental parameters. The method has widely been used in the study of diseases such as 
malaria [43] animal trypanosomosis [44] cholera [45] and more particularly RVF [14] [46]. 

At the mathematical level, the Kernack and Mackendrick models [47], based on a compartmented description 
of the population as susceptible (s) exposed [E], infected [I] and recovered [K] subjects, have played an impor-
tant role in the development of the mathematical epidemiology [34] [48]. Many applications on vector-borne 
diseases exist in the literature especially on malaria [49] and the Rift Valley Fever. They are essentially based on 
the vectorial capacity calculation (C) and the basic reproduction rate (R0) [47]: 
• The vectorial capacity of a population of vectors is defined as the average number of bites that the vectors 

having bitten an infecting individual, inflect on the host population during the rest of their lives, once the in-
trinsic incubation cycle is completed. 

2

ln

nm a pC
p

⋅ ⋅
=

−
                                     (2) 

where m is the mosquito density per human, a is a average number of bites per day for each mosquito, p is the 
probability of a mosquito surviving trough any one day, and n is the extrinsic incubation period. 
• The basic reproduction rate which is defined as the number of secondary cases generated from the introduc-

tion of a first infected case into a sensitive host population [47]: 

0
CR
r

=                                          (2) 

where r is the recovery rate and C the vectorial capacity. 
If R0 upper than 1 then the disease spread, otherwise its decrease. Nevertheless, taken individually, the two 

approaches present limits. The validity area and the results (generalization) from a local scale to a regional scale 
of geographical model set a certain number of accuracy problems. 

Besides, this modelling type does not take into account the vectors populations temporal variability. As for 
the epidemiological models, they hardly take into account the link with the environment, the epidemics space 
propagation and particularly their operationalization set huge difficulties on the ground. 

Considering the different limits, it seems necessary, to satisfactorily study the dynamics the Barkedji rift val-
ley fever transmission to combine both the conceptual and mathematical approach with the help of the agent 
based modelling and simulation. As a matter of fact, the multi-agent simulation, the unifying paradigm of our 
viewpoint, provides a modeling and simulation (innovative) vision in the epidemiology, as it uses not only the 
direct representation of individuals (the agents) (host, vectors for example) but also that of their interactions. It 
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thus makes it possible to solve complex problems associated with societies whose macro level organization re-
sults from the different micro level interactions that are at the level of agents, of individuals. It, in addition, pro-
vides the user the advantage of being part and parcel of the simulation. The latter uses the simulator as if it was a 
miniature laboratory displacing individuals, changing their behavior and modifying their environmental condi-
tion [22]. 

The first stage (Stage 1) of a multi-agent simulation consist in breaking up the real phenomenon into an envi-
ronment in which a finite set off self-sufficient and discrete objects associated by static and dynamic connec-
tions. The second stage (Stage 2) makes it possible starting from the environment definition (if it exists), the ob-
jects and links uniting them to create a model by transforming the objects into self-sufficient computer entities 
called agents. As for the last stage (Stage 3), common to all simulation types, it consists in refining the model in 
function of joint observations of reality and the simulations inferred from the model. The object of the study 
then is to apply this approach to the study of the RVF vectorial transmission at Barkedji, by combining, as indi-
cated, the mathematical approach for the description of some agents dynamics and conceptual one for the as-
sumption of the actors behaviors and logics [36]. 

4. The Agent-Based Model (RVF_Model) 
A thorough analysis, based on investigation, carried out on the ground at Barkedji, makes it possible to show 
that, generally, vector-borne diseases and particularly RVF bring hosts and vectors into action in an environment 
influenced by the climate (Figure 1). Those interactions condition the epizooty appearance. 

What is at stake us therefore to understand the determinants which have an impact on the spread of the epi-
zooty in a Sahelian zone anthropized environment. 
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Figure 1. RVF general conceptual model. 
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Step 1: Breaking up the system studied into entities.  
As advocated by the agent modelling approach, a break up of the system into different entities is proposed, 

highlighting their relationships with the help of the UML1 notation. This reification process aims at identifying 
the main elements of the system to study. 

This first analysis provides a break up in the form of packages gathering the modelling elements that are here 
the entities (or classes in the UML sense) of the system studied following a logical cutting up taking into the 
disease different dimension: ecological, climatic and sociological. 

The “Host-vector” package describes the hosts and vectors space as well as their relationships. The “Envi-
ronment” packages describe the constituent elements of the environment that are the different villages and set-
tlements, and the resources represented here by the ponds (temporary Water points) and the livestock fodder re-
sources. 

The “climate” package assumes the different factors that have a strong impact on the behavior of the hosts, 
dynamic vectors and environment itself. That is mainly the rainfall, the temperature and the winds. 

Step 2: Agentification 
This second stage improves the first analysis model by only keeping the static or dynamic elements deemed re-

levant by the modeler in connection with the question posed. The object isto be inspired by the vowel approach 
(A: agents, E: environment, I: interactions) [50] [51] for the agent model description. 

4.1. RVF Model Environment (E) 
The environment of this model (Figure 2) in this model version will be represented by a variable dimension grid 
(nxm) where will be positioned this model agents. Two agent groups can be distinguished: those that are spatia-
lized (G1) and those that are not (G2): 

G1 = {AFrom Environment package, AFrom Host-vector package} 
AFrom environment package = {Pond, Pasture, Settlement} 
AFrom Host-vector package = {Host, Vector} 
G2 = {A’From Climate package} 
A’ From Climate package = {Climate} 
Each spatialized element has three particular attributes: 

• position which stores the element coordinates on the grid; 
• Shape which the geometric nature of its representation on the grid; 
• and state which provides a particular viewpoint on the agent or the object. 

4.2. Agent and Interactions (A & I) 
4.2.1. Pond 
The pond dynamics belonging to G1 is central in the vector-borne diseases occurrence and diffusion process. It 
is the host and vectors meeting place. They represent the homes of a number of diseases as malaria, Rift Valley 
Fever (RVF) etc. their dynamics in relationship with climate and environment conditions condition the life cycle 
of the vectors. The pond (Figure 3) has the following characteristics: 
• Physical parameters 
• Climate parameters and 
• Pedological parameters. 

The pond is a complex system. His dynamic (hydrological balance) assumes two functions: 
• a production function (water gain) allowing the water input in the pond to be calculated and 
• a transfer function allowing the pond emptying (water loss) to be assumed. 

( ) ( ) ( )Balance t Gaint t Loss t= −                              (3) 

4.2.2. Gain or Production Function 
The water gain is function of the runoff and the amount of direct rain received by the pond 

( ) ( ) ( )Gaint t Runoff t Direct_Rain t= +                           (4) 

 

 

1Unified Modelling Language, by the Object Management Group (OMG). 
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Figure 2. The environment of the simulation. 
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Figure 3. Description of the pond entity. 

4.2.3. Losses or Transfer Function 
This function assumes the infiltration, the evaporation and feeding or consumption of live-stock and humans 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t tLoss Infiltration evaporation concumption= + +                  (5) 

Infiltration: the infiltration essentially depends on the type of soil (Table 1), as a result on the soil permea-
bility. There is different type of infiltration functions used in the literature according to Jaton [52]. Nevertheless 
it is possible to calculate the soil permeability by means of experimentations. 

Evaporation: The assessment proposed in the table below (Table 2) was made with the help of an experi-
mentation done by FAO (Source FAO). It is strongly linked to the climate of the concerned area. In our case we 
are in the Sahelian area. 

Consumption: This amount essentially depends on the configuration of the different settlements around the 
water point and on the size of the live-stock which come to drink. The pastoralists reckon. 

4.2.4. Vectors 
The mosquitoes vectors of the rift valley fever which are the Aedes and the Culex (Figure 4) follow a biological 
cycle taking place partly in the water then partly in the air. 

After hatching the eggs, the larvae and nymphs grow in the water. The young adult still called neonate emerges  
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Table 1. Infiltration rate according to the sol type (source FAO). 

Soil type Losses by infiltration (mm/day) 

Sand 25 - 250 

Sandy Limon 13 - 76 

Limon 8 - 20 

Clayey Limon 2.5 - 15 

Alluvial Limon 0.25 - 5 

Clay 1.25 - 10 

 
Table 2. Monthly evaporation rate (source FAO). 

Month June July August September October Novembres 

Evaporation (mm/day) 6.5 4.05 2.62 2.62 4.6 6.99 
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Figure 4. The different type of vectors. 

 
at the end of this aquatic development phase (Figure 5, Figure 6). The female neonates mate with the male and 
thus being their air life. Once (fecundated), the females need a blood meal necessary to the maturation of the 
eggs that will be laid on the banks for the Aedes or on the surface of the water for the Culex. This blood-hatch- 
ing cycle represents the trophogonic cycle and generally lasts three to four days and is strongly dependent on the 
climate and environment conditions 

The repetition of this trophogonic cycle enables the infection of the mosquito (Figure 7) by a sick. The de-
velopment duration or incubation of the pathogen also called the extrinsic cycle is about 10 days. At the end of 
the cycle, the mosquito becomes capable of transmitting the virus to a new animal if the latter is not immunized. 

4.3. Hosts 
The hosts (Figure 8), in the current version of the present model, are mainly live-stock that are not in free pas-
ture and move in their environment in search of water points and pastures in the nearest of their settlements.  
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Figure 5. Mosquitoes life cycle.  
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Figure 6. The trophogonic cycle. 
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Figure 7. The pathological state dynamics. 
 
They thence can be in contact with the mosquitoes as they wonder around and particularly at water points which 
constitute the main important living places. Once the host is bitten by an infected mosquito it passes through an 
incubation period (Figure 9) before being infecting. In some conditions, hosts can become resistant. 

Step 3: Implementation, calibration and refining 
Starting from this analysis, the RVF model has been implemented by using CORMAS platform [53] which is 

composed by spatial, social and passive entities according to its meta-model. 

5. Experimental Description 
To determine the number of infected hosts, a number of simulations on animal herds’ mobility were performed: 

a) The first step consists of initializing the parameters such as the number of healthy hosts, the number of in-
fected hosts, the number of healthy vectors, the number of infected vectors, the number of settlements, the 
number of water ponds, the degree of mobility and the amount of resources. 
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Figure 8. Class diagram showing the hosts and his possible mobility. 
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Figure 9. Hosts dynamics. 

 
b) The second stage of the simulation is the observation of the animal herds’ mobility for 30 days equaling a 

month. We have chosen 30 days because the maximum lifetime of a vector is 21 days. 
c) The last step of this experimentation is to practice a sensitivity analysis on the degree of animal herds’ mo-

bility to measure its impact on the number of infected vectors and infected hosts. The study of this mobility 
takes into consideration the variability of the rainfall. The input parameters are essential for the start of the si-
mulation. We created the environment with resources, settlements and water ponds that have to be in their orig-
inal stages before the beginning of the simulation. In our model, the simulation environment represents approx-
imately 100 square meters. Each iteration corresponds to a single day. The numbers of fixe parameters that we 
used are respectively 20 water ponds, 20 settlements. 

6. Experimental Result 
For the simulation, we used the following data: a grid of 100 square meters which correspond to the environ- 
ment, 50 healthy hosts, 10 infected hosts, 10 healthy vectors, 5 infected vectors, 20 settlements and 20 ponds. As 
the life cycle of vectors (egg, larva, mosquito, adult) depends significantly on rainfalls, we took different values 
of pluviometry respectively 5 mm for moderate rains and 18 mm for strong ones in order to show the impact of 
the rain on the infection dynamics. In the beginning of the simulation, the different agents are placed at random 
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in the simulation environment. The agent displacement involves only herds. Vector agents, once placed in the 
ponds no longer move and wait for the local hosts so that they will be bitten. When practicing a sensitivity anal- 
ysis on the mobility degree, we obtained the following results: 
• Figure 10(a) displays the dynamics of the number of infected hosts under the situation when the rainfall in 

the Ferlo region is moderate with 5 mm per day. 
• Figure 10(b) shows the dynamics of infected hosts for a pluviometry of 18 mm per day. 
• Figure 11 presents the evolution of the number of infected hosts after the average lifetime of vectors for 

moderate rainfalls equaling 5 mm and strong rainfalls equaling 18 mm per day. 
• Figure 12(a) (rainfalls = 5 mm) and Figure 12(b) (rainfalls = 18 mm) present each the dynamics of the av-

erage number of infected hosts for each of the 5 successive simulations practiced on mobility scale. Each 
case of Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(b) takes into account the probability of infected hosts. 

1) In Case of Taking into Account Rainfall Precipitations and Sensitivity Value of Mobility degree. 
2) In Case of Taking into Account the Probability That Hosts have to be infected. 

7. Discussion 
Herds’ mobility plays a significant role in the emergence and transmission of the Rift Valley fever. Strong rains 
contribute to increase the volume of the ponds. This growing brings a multiplication of mosquito larvae which 
emerge and become adult. Some animals with pathogenic agents are going to move towards the ponds and infect 
in some conditions healthy vectors. The mobility degree in this situation is the radius of the cell where each host 
agent chooses the pond to drink. Interactions between hosts and vectors are going then to contribute to the pro- 
pagation of the disease. During the dry season, when being displaced, herds are not in contact with ponds; this is 
the reason why the number of infections tends to stabilize. 

For a simulation of 30 days, an average lifetime of 21 days with vectors, a pluviometry of 5mm, results show  
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Figure 10. (a) and (b) 8 simulations are practiced for each scale of the pluviometry (5 mm and 18 mm). For each of them, we 
vary the mobility degree from 0 to 8 with a difference of 2 and we note down the number of infected hosts. The time pace is 
a day and a simulation is practiced in 30 days. The maximum lifetime of vectors is 21 days. 
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Figure 11. Show the evolution in percent of the number of infected 
hosts after 21 days according to the mobility degree of sensitivity of 
herds and two values of precipitations. Figure 11 is the abstract of 
Figure 10. After 21 days, the number of infected hosts became con-
stant due to the fact that all infected vectors died. For the initial values 
of the degree mobility ranging from 0 - 8 with a difference of 2 and 
rainfalls equaling 5 mm, the results obtained give respectively 55%, 
62%, 73%, 80% and 88% for the rate of the number of infected hosts. 
For the initial values of mobility ranging from 0 - 8 with a difference 
of 2 and rainfalls equaling 18 mm, the results give respectively 43%, 
77%, 82%, and 95% for the rate of the number of infected hosts. 
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Figure 12. (a) (b) 5 successive simulations are practiced for each of the 15 values of mobility degree varying from 0 to 30 
with a difference of 2 for a period of 30 days. The infection probability is fixed varying the intensity of the rainfall. The re-
sults show the evolution of the average number of infected hosts for a period of 30 days. 
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a slight growth of the number of infected hosts on the Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b). Beyond 21 days corres-
ponding to the maximum lifetime of a vector, the rate of infection of host remains stable due to the fact that all 
vectors in this phase have a death physiological state. The sensitivity analysis of the mobility degree shows that 
when its value increases, the number of infected hosts beyond 21 days increases too. Indeed, if herds stay in 
their different settlements (the mobility degree equaling 0), all along the simulation, the obtained infection rate 
is 55%. Then, we notice that this rate moves to 62% when the mobility degree is risen to 2 for a new simulation 
(Figure 11). When fixing the mobility degree to 8, we find an infection rate equaling 88% that show an absolute 
variation of 33% with regards to the absence of herds’ mobility. 

When varying the intensity of the rainfall of 5 mm for a moderate one to a rainfall of 18 mm for a strong one, 
we notice a growth of the number of infected hosts. In fact, when we fix the mobility degree to 8 for a period of 
30 days, we obtain 88% of infection rate for a pluviometry of 5 mm precipitations and 95% of infection rate for 
a pluviometry of 18 mm, which makes an absolute variation of 7% in infection rate terms. 

The rainfall plays an important role in increasing the numbers of infected hosts with a direct consequence in 
the spread of the Rift Valley fever in Ferlo (Senegal). Because vectors do not live outside the water ponds as 
mentioned in this article. The farther the victims can go in search of water source, the more the Rift Valley fever 
will spread quickly. Taking into account the probability for a host to be infected, we have noticed that the prob-
ability of infection is close to 1 and the intensity of the weak rain, whereas the number of infected hosts is very 
high. If the probability of infection is close to 1 and the rain intensity is weak, then the number of infected hosts 
decreases. This is due to the fact that when we have moderate rains with less than 5 mm, water ponds tend to dry. 
This dryness of the water ponds will impact on the growth of the population vectors. 

When practicing 5 successive simulations for each of the values of the mobility degree varying from 0 to 30 
with a difference of 2 (Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(b)), the average value of the number of obtained infected 
hosts tend to stabilize little by little that the mobility degree varies. In all cases, herds’ mobility starts only when 
the rain intensity has a certain value. The bigger that value, the more the number of the vectors grows. This fast 
growth of vector populations will reinforce the infection growth. Studying the correlations between the mobility 
degree, pluviometry and infection probability could lead to have new knowledge on the transmission of the Rift 
Valley Fever in Ferlo (Senegal). The agent based model developed constitutes nucleus basis for any simulation 
looking for observing or predicting the evolution of the Rift Valley Fever in Ferlo (Senegal). 

8. Conclusion 
Understanding daily herds’ mobility has allowed us to scrutinize the patterns of the Rift Valley Fever spread. 
Through simulations on an artificial environment in which daily movements of animals are explicitly identified 
at random, we studied the impact of the initial conditions of herds’ mobility on the propagation process and the 
emergence of the disease. The results from the experimentation have shown that the understanding of herds’ 
movement to the water ponds can significantly reduce the disease infection rates. Reducing the distances cov-
ered by animals searching for water sources also lowers the risk of infection rate. The results underscore that 
mobility is not the sole factor that increases the infection rate. Besides, there is the rainfall which plays a major 
role. 

Thus, controlling the rainfall amounts to controlling the filling of water ponds. If the ponds are dry, then herds 
cannot go to them, which reduce the infection rate. The probability of animal herds to be infected is crucial. If it 
is controlled, a decrease in the propagation of the disease can be witnessed. Analyzing animal herds’ mobility in 
the long term can help find a contingency plan for the prevention of the Rift Valley Fever. The agent-based 
model that we have developed provides a framework for predicting the spread of the disease related to animal 
herds’ mobility. 
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